Abstract-Hough
I. INTRODUCTION
Linear object detection on video sequence is one of fundamentals for visual landmark detection aboard unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). Linear objects can include roads, railways, rivers, elongated buildings, coastline, etc. Their stability and distinctive features make them reliable visual landmarks, appropriate for correlation extreme navigation.
Edge detection provides object contours but has such significant drawback as redundancy of information. Separation of contours which belong to linear objects is of great interest. Algorithm must operate under noisy conditions and in real-time mode.
The effectiveness of Hough transform [1] is conditioned by the quality of input data: the edges should be defined distinctly. The usage of Hough transform on the noisy images is constrained, but running it after Canny edge detection algorithm can provide preprocessing stage with the aim of noise reduction.
Methods, used for investigation images preprocessing and during basic handling, use quite resource-intensive calculations, that is why the problem of optimization is valid for such algorithms.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Problem statement is formulated in the following way. Given the image (frame) it must be preprocessed (converted from the full-colored RGB image into the grayscale), detected for edges (so called image segmentation) and then problem of contours association with linear objects must be solved with consequent analyses of solution efficiency. Let's consider each step.
Edge is significant changes in the gray values in an image, which can be detected by using a discrete approximation to the gradient. The gradient is the two-dimensional equivalent of the first derivative in x, y directions and is defined as the vector
Assuming the definite threshold of gradient magnitude it is possible to separate image pixels on those related to background and those related to the edge (object). Modification of the most of edge detection algorithms is Canny algorithm [2] , [3] , that includes noise filtering and gives adjustable parameters for optimization: signal-to-noise ratio and two thresholds (low and high) for good line localization.
Obtained binary image where zero pixels correspond to black background and ones are related to edges (contours of objects) must be further processed. Here the method of Hough transform is selected for line detection on such binary image.
A straight line is defined by the equation
And can be calculated for any pair of active points on the image (x, y) related previously to edge. The main idea of Hough transform method is to take into consideration the characteristics of the line in terms of its parameters, that is, parameters m and b. Thus, the parameter space for the lines will be two-dimensional and consist of two parameters -inclination angle m and the intersection point of line with OY axis, b. But for this type of equation, there is exist the problem for vertical lines definition. In this case the infinite values of m and b parameters are received.
If, however to present the line with the help of parameters of vector perpendicular to this line and passing through the origin of coordinates, this problem disappears [5] .
III. ALGORITHM AND ANALYSIS OF METHOD FOR DETECTING EXTENDED OBJECTS
As has been mentioned before, classical Hough transform appears to be linear and is used for line detection.
Let's define the line through two parameters R and . Parameter R represents the length of indicated vector, and  indicates the vector's angle to the coordinates axis.
In this case, line equation will be presented in the following way:
Or it can be rewritten in the following form:
Thus, each line on the image can be presented be two parameters of its vector of normal -r and . These parameters will be unique under condition of 0     and r R  or if 0 2     and 0 r  . By creating the accumulator array with the defined step, it is possible to put there the values of the defined parameters. This array is also called the Hough space for lines on the plane or simply accumulative space.
Infinite number of straight lines can pass through the one point. In case this point has the coordinates 0 0 ( , ) x y , then all the straight lines passing through it, will satisfy the following equation:
where r and  can have arbitrary values from the above described range. This corresponds to the sine curve in the accumulative space   , r  which is unique for each separate point. Sine curves of several points superimpose on one another. Their intersection points in the parameter space determine the straight line parameters   , r  , which pass through the points defining the sine curves, which can be seen in Fig. 1 . Thus, points which forms straight line, define sine curves which intersect in one point of accumulative space which in its turn sets the parameters of target line. Eventually, the task of line searching comes down to the task of searching the maximum in the parameters accumulative space. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the work frames from the UAVDT benchmark [4] were used which consist of 100 video sequences, which are selected from over 10 hours of videos taken with an UAV platform at a number of locations in urban areas.
The first set of images used for evaluation have been captured at good weather conditions from high altitude (> 70 m). Different threshold for Canny edge detection, varying in the range from 0.05 to 2.6 have been applied. At the end, the highest success rate (92.3%) was obtained at low threshold being equal to 0.1 and high threshold being equal to 1.1. Putting low threshold under 0.1 gave a lot of faulty lines while setting threshold higher than 1.1 led to lines missing. The image examples are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 and in Table I .
The second set of images have been obtained at high altitude at bad weather conditions (fog, rain, white smoke, bad lightning, etc.). Applying the same thresholds range used for daylight images did not give any results. That is why, it was decided to decrease range values to 0.01. Even though the best result (46.1% of success) was achieved at values of low and high thresholds being equal to 0.05, those result gave a lot of faulty detected lines. Generally, overall success rate was almost two times lower than for daylight images. Examples can be seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 and in Table II .
The last set of images have been obtained at night at medium altitude (30 m -70 m). Experimental results showed that optimal threshold values for images of this weather conditions lie in range from 0.5 to 1.0 for low and high thresholds respectively. The overall performance was better then for frames obtained at fog. However, investigation showed that at low altitude light colored cars together with flashing of lantern have huge impact on the results and at such situation, additional image preprocessing should be performed. The worst results were obtained for frames at night light raining weather. Examples can be seen in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 and in Table III . 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Here the use of Hough transform together with Canny edge detector for road lines detection at different weather conditions is discussed. In the work frames from the UAV benchmark were used. As the result, comparative values of Hough transform use at different conditions were obtained.
The best success rate (92.3%) of proposed algorithm was obtained at daylight at good weather conditions. The results also showed that for day light the altitude of flight does not have great influence on performance.
However, the situation changes for frames obtained at fog or rain. In that case, with the altitude increase, the overall performance success decreases by 32.4%. For better performance at such conditions, it is recommended to do at low altitude (10m -30m) and to decrease the applied threshold values to be not higher than 0.6.
During the night light, it was observer that light colored cars together with flashing of lanterns have great influence on algorithm performance results. So, it is recommended to use additional image preprocessing in order to overcome this limitation. The worst results were obtained for frames at night light raining weather.
